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New rules proposed by the 

Federal Reserve Board of 

Governors to remedy causes of 

the financial crisis include very 

specific prescriptions for risk 

oversight, including increased 

stature for the CRO, ensuring 

independence for the role, and 

requiring expertise on the  

board’s risk committee.
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Stature: embedding genuine support
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Independence: beyond reporting lines
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Expertise: more blurring than clarity

What talent profile will fit the FRB bill?

The existing talent pool in the CRO function is extremely varied in terms of both stature and expertise. 

In many cases, the financial services industry has forced a specialization around credit, market, and operational risk for its most senior 
executives. Many of the sitting CROs, then, have come up from within a singular risk discipline and drafted a strong supporting cast around 
them. But will this prove satisfactory given the FRB’s hardened parameters? 

In other cases, where banks’ risk functions have matured at a faster rate, they already have well-rounded enterprise CROs with experience 
in all areas of credit, market, and operational risk. However, the FRB seems to think even this structure has had its downfalls given the state 
of the industry. 

Finally, some organizations have appointed (and may continue to appoint) senior general managers and business leaders into the CRO role. 
These executives will have taken risk as a business person—most likely having some bumps and bruises along the way. These executives 
may also have had the C-suite exposure and gravitas expected to drive through a difficult transformational agenda. That being said, the FRB 
mandate seems to highlight the fact that this first line of defense business risk management has failed in the past as well. 

While these are not novel talent ideas, the arrival of a regulatory mandate around the selection and background of such talent is. There are 
multiple examples of failed enterprise-wide CROs, or business leaders turned CROs—so it remains to be seen which, if any, will prove a 
panacea. 
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Who owns risk?

Doubling demand for CRO experience. 

Committee assignments:

Must the risk committee handle all risk? 

Expertise qualifications. 
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Experience requirements. 

Who manages the CRO? 
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